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THE LONGSHOT

Robert
O’Shea

MMA
By BEN VICKERS

Cork-based Brazilian jiu jitsu fighters, who cleaned up at the
Irish BJJ open last weekend in Dublin.

Luckless day capped off with disastrous bus ride home
IMAGINE if they dropped a H Bomb on
Mount Etna just as it prepared to erupt.
That would begin to explain how much
of a disaster yesterday was for me at
Cheltenham. After seven more races I
was as flattened as the photographer
who ended up under Wishfull Thinking.
I found myself bikeless on Pana
following the final race yesterday so
there was nothing to do but get the bus
home. This gives me the option of
taking the no. 207 or 208 as both stop
around 200 yards from my house, albeit
the 207 stop lies at the bottom of a
very, very steep hill (even with two
verys I am not getting its terrifying

gradient across I fear).
The 208 pulled in outside Eason’s after
a 20-minite wait during which I studied
the back of a Dunnes Stores shopping
receipt instead of today’s cards,
because the hurt from day two was still
too raw.
They have installed computerised
arrival times at the St Patrick's Street
stops now but they have yet to
correlate with reality in my experience.
Anyway, the bus eventually trundles
towards us. The queue is quite large by
now and the bus is pretty crowded so
when an empty 207 follows it, I decide
to make a beeline up to its stop

instead. There is a risk of not
squeezing into the 208, I’ll be queuing
longer and the 207 gets to the first set
of lights before the 208, so it seems the
wise choice, steep hill or no steep hill at
the end of it.
What happens? You know what

happens. The 207 sits idling with its
doors open as the 208 sails past, with
another 208 right on its tail.
It is, however a good five minutes until
the next 208 overtakes our stationary
207.
The crux of this story is that I would
have been home if I had stuck with my
original choice, the one I had already
invested 20 minutes of waiting in and
that I knew had an ending that
delivered a downhill walk home.
Does this story have anything to do
with Cheltenham? Well, although I only
had to hand over €1.70 on the bus, I
didn’t have the pleasure of shouting at

the driver for the whole of the trip,
which wasn’t the case with the jockeys
of First Lieutenant, Sizing Europe,
Edeymi and New Year’s Eve.
They each managed to finish second,
but as I said yesterday, backing each
way will not make you rich, although I
will add today that backing runners-up
on the nose might make you poor.
Having finished fourth in my bus race,
I’m not going to run through tomorrow’s
card for you. If I do fare better today it’s
all going on Kauto Star.
Recommendation: If it doesn’t go so
well, it will be all on Midnight Chase at
12-1 (Paddy Power) in the Gold Cup.

Tough call for refs on
when to halt a fight
LAST weekend a referee
came under fire for allowing
a fight to go on too long when
a fighter was taking too
much punishment.

The said fighter ended up in hos-
pital but was subsequently released
without having suffered any lasting
damage.
Just a week ago a referee was

praised for allowing a fighter caught
in a ligament wrenching armbar to
continue for an extended period of
time to try and make good her es-
cape.
Said fighter went to hospital and

had not broken her arm but I would
go so far as to say she will have
some rehab to do on her ligaments.
Are we biased towards one kind of

stoppage?
Is it correct that submissions

should be allowed to be held for
longer or are we guilty of double
standards?
One thing is for certain is that ref-

erees have a hard and often thank-
less task and they have just split
seconds to make vital and career
threatening decisions, for both them-
selves and the fighters. Rather them
than me!
There were similarities in the

situations. Both fights were for titles
on big promotions, both fighters
were experienced competitors and
there was a lot riding on the out-
come of the fights.
So the question has to be asked. Is

the outcome ever bigger than wel-
fare of the fighter?
I don’t think so.
There is definitely a point in the

rules which states a fight will be
stopped if a fighter is no longer intel-
ligently defending his or herself.
The argument in the cases we

have here would be that when Tate
was caught in the armbar she was
attempting the correct techniques to
escape, i.e intelligently defending
herself.
Joe Warren had sustained a lot of

punishment from the much larger
Pat Curran, although we have seen
some amazing comebacks in MMA
so can never write these guys off,
then in the third round Curran con-
nected with a huge knee. Warren
stumbled back against the cage and

wasn’t intelligently defending him-
self.
He sustained at least another 10

maybe even 20 seconds of strikes
whilst not defending himself at all,
let alone intelligently!
At one point turning his back on

his foe, a sure sign someone is not
interested in fighting anymore. A
late stoppage in my eyes, without
doubt.
For me the integral difference

between a submission stoppage and

a striking stoppage is the lasting
damage that can be sustained by the
fighter. If one takes too much dam-
age to the head from strikes there is
a definite risk of brain injury.
An armbar will break an arm, a

knee bar will damage the knee and
the list goes on with these submis-
sions. The difference being that if I
break my arm I can recover and my
life will not be too dramatically af-
fected, a brain injury may very well
have some lasting effect on my qual-
ity of life in the future.
Chokes are different again as they

cut off the supply of oxygen, which
again can cause a brain injury.
Next time you see a decision you

don’t agree with just try and put
yourself in the position of the refer-
ee and have a think about the re-
sponsibilities, particularly regard-
ing fighter safety, before you tear
them to shreds.
That is a note to self as well; it is

hard to be so level headed when you
are emotionally invested in a fight.
As fight fans we do get hugely in-

vested in these bouts and the fight-
ers. Judging, well that’s another
matter and they have no excuse.
The latest series of ‘The Ultimate

Fighter’ kicked off last week. The
format has changed now and it is a
live show, we have lost some of the
drama of the edited version but I am

sure it will warm up as the season
progresses.
I am sure if ratings suffer than

they will switch back to the more
popular format. At least the fights
will be exciting as the Bantam-
weight’s never seem to deliver bor-
ing scraps.
Europe’s leading promotion, Cage

Warriors, makes it’s first appear-
ance in Dubai this Friday night with
popular German fighter Andreas
Kraniotakes making a swift return
to the cage against Mike Hayes for
the much vaunted title of Cage War-
riors heavyweight champion. Don’t
miss the event live streamed on
MMA Junkie.

Seven golds for the Brazilian kickers from Leeside
TWELVE competitors from Pedro
Bessa BJJ Cork Gym made their
way to Dublin for an international
event with over 300 competitors last
weekend.
The team from the MacCurtain St
based gym returned to Cork with
seven gold, four silver, and three
bronze medals. Their success keeps

Cork firmly on the map for the sport
nationally and internationally.
Among the winners were Karem
Dino, Richey Gorey, Piotr Wisenskie,
Tony Donovan, Kevin Wong,
Brendan McGarry, Andrew Manning,
and Ollie Collins.
The Pedro Bessa BJJ Cork blue
belts closed out the absolute weight

division taking first, second and third
positions in a stacked category. This
was a huge event, which was
organised by Leeside's Liam
Beechinor, the IBJJA tournament
director. His aim is to bring the next
competition to Cork in the summer.
Also last weekend in Birmingham,
UK head coach Pedro Bessa, won

the Abui Dhabi Pro Trials position,
after his training visit to Cork to help
the team prepare for the Irish Open.
His prize is an €8,000 trip to Abu
Dhabi to compete in the pro
tournament in April.
The gym is currently offering all new
students a 30-day free trial, with no
obligation.


